Granular material in a swirled container exhibits a curious transition as the number of particles is increased: at low density the particle cluster rotates in the same direction as the swirling motion of the container, while at high density it rotates in the opposite direction. We investigate this phenomenon experimentally and numerically using a co-rotating reference frame in which the system reaches a statistical steady-state. In this steady-state the particles form a cluster whose translational degrees of freedom are stationary, while particles constantly circulate around the cluster's center of mass. We show that the transition to counterrotation is friction-dependent. At high particle densities, frictional effects result in geometrical frustration which prevents particles from cooperatively rolling and spinning. Consequently, the particle cluster rolls like a rigid body on the container wall, leading to counterrotation. Numerical simulations verify that both wall-disc friction and disc-disc friction are critical control parameters leading to the observed counterrotation in the lab frame.
Granular material in a swirled container exhibits a curious transition as the number of particles is increased: at low density the particle cluster rotates in the same direction as the swirling motion of the container, while at high density it rotates in the opposite direction. We investigate this phenomenon experimentally and numerically using a co-rotating reference frame in which the system reaches a statistical steady-state. In this steady-state the particles form a cluster whose translational degrees of freedom are stationary, while particles constantly circulate around the cluster's center of mass. We show that the transition to counterrotation is friction-dependent. At high particle densities, frictional effects result in geometrical frustration which prevents particles from cooperatively rolling and spinning. Consequently, the particle cluster rolls like a rigid body on the container wall, leading to counterrotation. Numerical simulations verify that both wall-disc friction and disc-disc friction are critical control parameters leading to the observed counterrotation in the lab frame.
From hurricanes to bacterial swarms, the emergence of system-scale circulation from local interactions and local driving is a phenomenon exhibited on many scales and in many different physical systems. In 2D turbulence, vorticity at the small injection scale may cascade to larger and larger scales, stabilizing a into a single system-scale vortex. [1] [2] . Analogous behavior is observed in an active fluid of spinners flowing though a lattice of annular channels and driven by a magnetic field, which breaks time reversal symmetry. This active liquid develops sound modes that propagate along the boundary, generating global circulation [3] . Finally, dense suspensions of self-propelled bacteria in confinement also leads to the spontaneous formation of stable circulation along the container walls [4] [5] . In all of these systems, rotation is actively or passively injected locally, and interactions between the local units ultimately lead to global circulation of the entire system.
There is no need to go to very complex systems to observe the nontrivial emergence of system size circulation. A handful of beads swirled in a teacup exhibits similar dynamics. When there are only a few beads in the container, they form a line that rolls along the container wall at the frequency of the circular translations ("snake" mode [6] ). When a couple more beads are added, they form a cluster that sloshes periodically around the container, its individual beads repeatedly cramming against the wall at the outer edges of the swirl before flowing freely through the rest of the container. This sloshing bead ensemble rotates about its own center of mass in the same direction as the container, much like wine swirling in a glass. When even more beads are added, the monolayer of beads will continue to periodically slosh around the container, but curiously above a critical bead density the pack reverses to counterrotation, or to rotating in the direction opposite to that of the container, much like a pancake rolling along the edge of a swirled frying pan. This phenomenon has been studied empirically [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ; yet there is still no clear understanding of why the counterrotation occurs.
The simultaneous jammed and flowing states of the sloshing beads are typical for granular materials, a unique phase of matter that has the exotic ability to both flow like a liquid and statically resist shear like a solid. For example, while the sand in an hourglass flows like a liquid, the sand at the beach under your feet behaves like solid ground and supports your weight. A well-studied system that exhibits both phases simultaneously is a rotating drum filled with beads, where gravity pulls the beads downwards, creating high pressure at the bottom where the beads pack densely and jam. The jammed pack is then dragged upwards by friction with the moving wall and the confining pressures gradually decrease; near the top [11] the pack liquefies and its individual beads avalanche down the bead pile. This cycle repeats as the beads circulate indefinitely between these two states, causing the overall cluster to always circulate about its own center in the same direction as the rotating drum. The swirling system and the rotating drum both result in overall rotation of the ensemble of particles, simultaneously exhibiting solid-like and liquid-like phases. However, the swirling system experiences unsteady rotating forces and sloshes around periodically; thus in the lab frame the swirling system is never in steady state, making it a more challenging system to analyze.
Here we show that in an appropriate frame of reference, the swirling system is in many ways analogous to the rotating drum. We experimentally and numerically investigate the dynamics of swirling particles with the goal of identifying the physical factors that facilitate the arXiv:1804.02073v2 [cond-mat.soft] 11 Apr 2018 transition from rotation to counterrotation. In the chosen frame of reference the container boundary rotates while the external forces are constant and the system reaches a steady state in which particles form a localized circulating cluster. The circulating cluster consists of a dense pack near the wall of the container and loose particles along the opposite edge of the cluster, similar to the pattern of solid-like and avalanching regions in a rotating drum. As the number of particles increases, the solid phase expands and behaves increasingly like a rigid body stuck to the moving wall, coinciding with the transition to counterrotation in the lab frame. Our experimental observations suggest that friction prevents the densely packed particles from cooperatively rolling and spinning, causing the particle cluster to rigidify and stick to the wall, ultimately resulting in counterrotation. Finally, we numerically simulate the swirling system and find that if either interparticle friction or particle-wall friction is set to zero, the system rotates at the same frequency at all densities and never transitions to counterrotation, verifying that friction is critical for counterrotation.
Experimentally, the transition from rotation to counterrotation of swirling particles is observed upon a RotoMix orbital table performing circular translations, without rotation, of angular velocity ω = 11.81 rad/sec and amplitude 1.15 cm. The mounted circular container, 5.1 cm in diameter, with a vertical edge is partially filled with a monolayer of N (ranging from 24 to 48) plastic spheres (mass m = .12 g and diameter 6 mm) and imaged from above using a stationary Sony RX100 IV camera at 960 fps, as shown for two typical images in Fig 1a. The overall rotation of the cluster of particles is measured by the average angular velocity of the particles about the cluster's center of mass [12] , and under these conditions the transition to counterrotation occurs at roughly 34 particles, as shown in Fig 1b. In the lab frame, the particles experience a rotating force due to the circular translations of the swirling container; thus they constantly slosh around the container with no apparent steady-state, as shown in SI Video. Therefore, it is illuminating to analyze the data in an alternate frame of reference. Such a frame was used in Kumar et al [9] to study granular particles on the edge of a swirling cylinder. Consider a frame which rotates at the angular velocity ω of the container, about an axis at the center S of the swirling orbit. In this frame of reference the container's translational velocity is zero and it rotates around its own center C at a constant angular speed −ω. This frame of reference is equivalent to centering our camera above the center of the container and rotating it such that S is stationary, keeping the boundary point furthest from S at the bottom; Hereafter we refer to this point as the point M, as shown in Fig 1C. In this frame of reference there are two forces acting on all particles: the centrifugal force, which points radially away from S with magnitude at a point x equal to mω 2 |x − S|, and the Coriolis force, which points perpendicularly to the right of the particle's velocity vector v, with magnitude 2m|v|ω. Within the container, the centrifugal force pushes the particles outward to the boundary and towards point M. In addition, the friction with the container tends to drag particles at the boundary clockwise. We refer to this frame of reference as the M-frame (as in [9] ), and to the original frame of reference as the lab frame.
In the M-frame, our system appears to be at steady state (SI Videos and Fig 2a) . Visually, the dynamics resemble particles in a rotating drum, where the wall rotates at a steady velocity and the force of gravity uniformly pulls on the beads. The force of gravity is analogous to the centrifugal force, both tending to push particles toward point M at the bottom. Additionally, the M-frame introduces the Coriolis force that the rotating drum lacks, resulting in the beads tending to the left of the container. Within the M-frame, all particles follow clockwise trajectories within the container while passing between two distinct spatial regions: a dense pinned region and a sparse loose region, as shown in Fig 2a. In the pinned region, the particles are packed in layers against the moving wall and move as a rigid structure, whereas in the loose region the particles perform less constrained trajectories as they cross the container, as shown in Fig  2b. When a particle in the loose region transitions to the pinned region, it undergoes multiple collisions before settling into a trajectory parallel to the container's edge. Increasing N also increases the number of collisions a particle experiences, causing it to enter the pinned region earlier in its cycle and subsequently increasing the size of the pinned region. For all values of N, particles exit the pinned region and detach from the rigid structure at the same location. Once loose, a particle will experience centrifugal (0-460 cm/s 2 ) and Coriolis (0-200 cm/s 2 ) forces and accelerate as it traverses the loose region. Multiple collisions at the end of the loose region pins the particle and this cycle continues.
Individual particles circulate between these two regions and on average the cluster rotates in the same clockwise direction as the container in the M-frame, shown by the velocity quiver plots in Fig 2b; therefore its angular velocity in the M-frame is M < 0. Its angular velocity in the lab frame is related by = M + ω, and therefore whether or not the particle cluster counterrotates in the lab frame depends on whether it rotates faster or slower than the container in the M-frame. Notice that a rigid ball or pancake of radius R ball which rolls commensurately around the container (of radius R container ) while its center of mass remains stationary in the Mframe, would have M = − Rcontainer R ball ω < −ω, hence would counterrotate. Therefore, under the right conditions, even a system with a single particle should counterrotate.
Our system of multiple particles is more complicated because it does not always behave like a single solid object. Nevertheless, since particles repeatedly cycle around the container, we may characterize the cluster's rotational behavior by looking at the relative angular velocity of a single particle on the container as it travels through one cycle. Ultimately, the particle's total angular gain or loss with respect to the container determines counterrotation.
The angular velocity of a single particle depends primarily on whether it is in the loose region or the pinned region, as shown in Fig 3. In the loose region the particle's angular velocity always exceeds that of the container, and therefore the particle always gains angular position with respect to the container. This gained angular position is weakly dependent on N, as shown in Fig  4a. However, within the pinned region, the particle's behavior is highly dependent on N: At low N the particle's angular velocity is less than that of the container, but as N increases the particle's angular velocity increases until it equals that of the container. Particles traversing the pinned region therefore experience a high relative angular loss at low N and no angular loss at high N. Taken over the entire circuit, the particles respectively gain and lose relative angular position in the loose and pinned regions. While the relative gain in the loose region changes minimally with N, the relative loss in the pinned region changes drastically with N, and therefore the pinned region is the primary contributor to total angular gain, or to counterrotation.
What determines if the particles within the pinned region will move at the velocity of the wall or fall behind? If the particles in the pinned region formed a perfectly rigid structure, friction could practically bind them to the container, causing the two to move as one. However, although the particles at intermediate N appear immobilized, they are still free to roll and spin locally, effectively reducing or eliminating their friction with the container. As N increases, the particles in the pinned region pack together more tightly, and friction begins to dominate the interactions between them. When interparticle friction is strong between two contacting particles, they must spin FIG. 3. Heatmap of average particle angular velocity deviation from the underlying container, with respect to location on container and N. The angular velocity here is calculated with respect to the center of the container. Zero deviation here means the particles are stuck on the container. The pinned area deviation at low N is negative, and monotonically increases to zero as N is increased. The loose area deviation is positive, and note that amplification of loose particle angular velocities at low N is due to the loose region encompassing the center of the container. The linear velocity of these particles is actually similar across N. Plotted in black are the average locations at which particles enter the pinned and loose regions.
in opposite directions, resulting in antiferromagnetic-like interactions for spinning. For six-fold packing, as we often see in the pinned region, this results in geometrical frustration, prohibiting any of the particles from spinning freely, as shown in Fig 4b. Similarly, particles in strong contact cannot roll as a tight single-file due to geometrical frustration, and can only roll side-by-side. Ultimately, the inability to collectively roll and spin pins the frustrated particles to each other and to the container. Therefore, the increased frictional effects cause the dense particle cluster to move with the container wall, resulting in counterrotation.
As such, one would expect that increased frictional effects achieved by alternative means would also promote counterrotation. We tested this hypothesis experimentally using roughened particles, which experience higher friction, and found the transition to counterrotation occurred at N=15, significantly lower than N=41 observed for smooth particles under identical experimental conditions, as shown in Fig 4c. These observations suggest that friction is the main control parameter for the transition to counterrotation. Further testing this hypothesis experimentally is a challenge since it is difficult to systematically fine tune or completely eliminate the friction. We therefore turn to numerical simulations, which offer the unique advantage of adjusting physical constants that are impossible to change experimentally, enabling us to systematically test which factors are critical for obtaining counterrotation.
FIG. 4. a: Top:
Particle angular velocity deviations for three representative particle counts. The highlighted segments denote loose area. Bottom: Cumulative sum of particle's gained position on the container for the same three representative particle counts as above. The trade-off between angular position lost in the pinned area and gained in the loose area ultimately determines whether counterrotation happens. A final angular loss means the cluster has rotated (red), a gain mean the cluster has counterrotated (blue), and a gain of zero means the cluster has stalled (green). b: The average surface feature movement of individual particles decreases with increasing N, a result of increasing frustration between the particles. Inset shows snapshot of a particle with overlaid Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) vectors. We use PIV on the surface features of the particles to determine individual particle spinning activity. c: Particles with roughened surfaces, and therefore increased friction, counterrotate sooner than smoother particles.
We numerically simulate a system where N twodimensional discs with radius r = 1 are swirled in a circular container with radius R = 8.6, as shown in Fig  5a. The container is translated around a polygonal path with 30 sides and amplitude A = 0.9659, approximating a circle while allowing particle-wall collisions to be solved analytically. The behavior of the particles is simulated using an event-driven method, with the particles' linear and angular velocities updated every collision and otherwise determined via Newton's equations. Collisions are perfectly elastic in the normal direction, and in the tangential direction are subject to frictional impulses derived from Coulomb's law, using a coefficient of friction µ d for particle-particle collisions and µ w for particle-wall collisions [13] (see SI for Methods.)
Despite the inherent differences between the experimentally swirled spheres and the simulated swirled discs -notably, the lack of normal damping means the discs never stick to each other, and there is no friction nor rolling frustration with the bottom substrate -the numerical plot of versus N is qualitatively similar to the experimental one, exhibiting a rotation-counterrotation transition with increasing N, as shown in Fig 5b. The When either disc-disc or disc-wall friction is turned off, the system does not counterrotate. c: Density histogram of the discs for a rotating and counterrotating case. d: Quiver plots showing the average local disc velocity deviation from the container for a rotating and counterrotating case. e: Heatmap of average particle angular velocity deviation from the underlying container, with respect to location on container and N.
M-frame density histograms and relative angular velocities are also similar to the experiment, as shown in Fig  5c and Fig 5e, although the velocity deviations from the container's velocity tend to point more toward the Mpoint for the simulations, as shown in Fig 5d. If the transition from rotation to counterrotation is indeed driven by friction both between the discs and with the container, then eliminating friction should eliminate the transition to counterrotation. We first test the importance of boundary friction by eliminating disc-wall friction (µ w = 0), resulting in a frictionless boundary that serves only to contain the discs via hard-core-like elastic interactions. The discs may still frustrate each others' abilities to spin, but without wall friction the discs are not encouraged to rotate commensurately with the wall. In the lab frame, the cluster of discs behaves as a solidlike unit sloshing around the container without any internal individual spinning (see SI videos). The angular velocity of the cluster therefore remains at that of the container regardless of N, as shown in Fig 5b. Viewed in the M-frame, the discs form a rim (at high density) or arc (at low density) at the boundary of the container (SI videos), while the discs exhibit very little movement within these structures. The steady-state of these particles arises from the centrifugal force pushing particles to the wall, much like sand settling under gravity. However, without additional forcing from the wall, the angular velocity of the cluster cannot change, so the system never transitions to counterrotation, verifying that discwall friction is critical to induce counterrotation.
Next, we separately test the importance of disc-disc friction by eliminating it (µ d = 0) and bringing back disc-wall friction. In this system, the outer discs are accelerated by frictional collisions with the wall and spin quickly. However, with no disc-disc friction, none of this spinning is transferred to the inner discs except through particle exchanges, so individual discs spin with no coherence. The cluster of discs is loose and gas-like, unlike the rigid body appearance of the cluster when all friction is present (SI videos). With no disc-disc friction the average angular velocity remains close to the container velocity, except at very high N where it drops slightly. The system never transitions to counterrotation, verifying that disc-disc friction is also critical to induce counterrotation.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a frame of reference in which the dynamics of swirled granular media are at steady state. In this frame, the system resembles a rotating drum where the centrifugal force takes the role of gravity, and an additional Coriolis force pushes moving particles to the right along their trajectories. In our frame of reference, this means that the particles are pushed to the left of the container. We perform experiments and numerical simulations of swirled granular media and verify the importance of friction as a control parameter for the transition from rotation to counterrotation. In particular, both particle-particle friction and particle-wall friction are necessary for the particle cluster to counterrotate. Particle-particle friction prevents closely-packed particles from spinning and rolling freely, converting the particle ensemble into a solid-like cluster. At the same time, particle-wall friction causes that solidlike cluster of particles to stick to the wall, rolling along it and therefore counterrotating, much like a pancake in a swirling pan.
Our investigation has considered the dynamics of discrete particles but it would be interesting to model the system with continuum equations, coupling internal spinning to a continuum notion of vorticity. Such equations have modeled related systems [14] [15] [16] and could perhaps give insight into the sensitive interplay between pressure, vorticity, friction, and external forcing that leads to counterrotation. While our system is more complicated than the others that have been studied as it has no additional symmetries that lead to simplified equations, one could still study these equations numerically in the M-frame where the external forces are stationary.
In our swirling system, the large scale translation locally drives individual particles to spin and roll. The individual particles then interact with each other via frictional collisions, causing the motion of the particles to eventually coalesce into system-size rotation or counterrotation. In addition to the swirling container and ro-tating drum systems, the behavior associated with interacting individually driven particles can give rise to phase changes and bifurcations in other physical systems. Several studies have shown that interactions between actively moving or rotating objects leads to collective angular momentum changes and rich phase behaviors [4, 5, [15] [16] [17] [18] , with the active particles covering the range from self-propelled to system-scale driven. Specifically in our system the interaction is particle friction and geometrical frustration. Particle-particle rolling frustration is likely responsible for the rolling-jamming transition resulting in an apparent discontinuous jump in effective friction when sheared layers of spherical beads exceeds a critical thickness [19] . The transition to solid-like behavior in these systems is driven by the inability of contacting particles to co-spin or roll in-line, distinct from solid-like behavior that is achieved via jamming [20, 21] or rigidity percolation [22] .
Finally, our observation that the transition to counterrotation can be manipulated by roughening the particles inspires a speculative but interesting analogy with the transition to turbulence in pipe flow, where a roughness dependent transition has also been observed [23] . However, unlike pipe turbulence, it is not clear if the transition to counterrotation of swirling particles exhibits a true critical phenomenon.
